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Chapter 3841 

He didn’t expect that the Mu family would find this place so quickly. 

“They have already passed here. We buried you in the soil just now so they 
didn’t find you.” 

Binglu said! 

Only then did David realize that he was buried in the soil after just refining the 
Tao Zhihuo Kung Fu. He thought it was a landslide. 

It turns out that it was Binglu and the others who did it! 

David glanced deep into the sect and said to Binglu, “You guys are here for 
the time being. Don’t run around. You can go and rest in the courtyards we 
just inspected.” 

“I will go to the deep inside the sect to see by myself. Look, remember not to 
walk around casually or go to places that have not been explored before. “ 

David wants to go deep into the sect. If he takes Binglu and others with him, 
he may be dragged back! It 

is also very dangerous to take them with them. After all, the Mu family has 
also entered inside. If they encounter them, David may not have the energy to 
protect Binglu and others! 

Binglu also knew that with their current strength, if they followed the Mu family 
and faced off, they would probably only cause trouble for David! 

“Mr. Chen, take care of yourself, we are waiting for you here!” 

Binglu nodded and said! 

“Okay!” After David said that, he also started to go deep into the sect! 



At this time, Mu Naiyi and the Mu family had already quickly penetrated deep 
into the sect! 

At this moment, deep inside the sect, a well-preserved mansion appeared. 
This mansion was many times better than the courtyard when you entered! 

At a glance, you will know that this mansion must be where the high-ranking 
officials of the sect live! 

“Miss, there must be many treasures in such a complete mansion.” 

Mu Yao said excitedly! 

Mu Nayi looked at the mansion in front of him, then pointed out, “Go in and 
explore the way…” 

The Mu family members were frightened when they were pointed out, but they 
had to go! 

I can only take courage and walk towards the mansion little by little! 

But when I walked into the mansion, I found that nothing happened, not even 
the slightest taboo.There is a trap! 

“Miss, it’s safe…” 

The Mu family member shouted loudly! 

After hearing this, Mu Naiyi took people in! 

However, none of them noticed that when they walked in, the ground of the 
entire mansion was agitated as if there was running water! 

At the same time, the void around the mansion is also distorting and 
changing! 

Mu Nayi and others did not notice the changes in the mansion at all, and still 
walked towards the mansion! 

When a few people came to the depths of the mansion, a main hall appeared 
in front of them! 

In the main hall, a statue sits cross-legged! 



The man on the statue is like an immortal. At first glance, he has an air of 
immortality, and his eyes are full of energy. 

In the hand of this statue, there is also a jade slip, which seems to be 
watching carefully! 

And there is a faint halo surrounding the statue. 

“Is this a body-sculpting statue?” 

Mu Yao asked curiously! 

After all, in the world of gods and humans, there are many sect elders or sect 
leaders who feel that they are great, so they make themselves a body-
sculpting statue so that others can worship them! 

However, those who can make body-sculpting statues must have status within 
the sect! 

Ordinary disciples don’t get that kind of treatment! 

“The material of this body-sculpting statue is really special?” 

Mu Nayi looked at the statue in front of her and reached out to touch it! 

“Miss, be careful…” 

Mu Yao reminded quickly. 

But Mu Nayi didn’t pay attention, but gently touched the statue! 

Buzz! 

Suddenly, the statue emitted a burst of golden light, knocking Mu Nayi away! 

Munayi, a great monk at the peak of the Tribulation Realm, did not expect to 
be so vulnerable in front of this statue! 

“Miss, are you okay?” 

Mu Yao saw this and hurriedly stepped forward to help Mu Nai Yi up! 
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“There are taboos on this statue. It seems that there must be a secret inside 
the statue, or the jade slip in the statue’s hand is some supreme secret.” 

Although Mu Naiyi was knocked away, he was not unhappy at all, but was 
happy. Said! 

“Go and take a look to see if there is any record on the jade slip.” 

Mu Yao said to the Mu family who came in to explore the way! 

At this moment, the Mu family almost stopped crying! 

Even Mu Nayi was knocked away by Tabu. With his strength, wouldn’t it be 
that he would be knocked up into the sky by Taboo! 

But he couldn’t help but listen. At this moment, the Mu family members were 
already scolding their mothers! 

Why choose yourself every time! 

This Mu family member stepped forward cautiously, then approached the 
statue, and leaned forward hard, wanting to see the content on the jade slip! 

But because he was too nervous, the Mu family member suddenly threw 
himself on the statue! 

“Ah…” 

This time, the Mu family was shocked! 

However, it seems that the taboo on the statue has not been activated, and 
the Mu family member is fine! 

“I…I’m okay?” 

The Mu family member was confused! 

Mu Yao and Mu Nayi also looked confused! 



Mu Yao personally stepped forward and touched the statue, but there was no 
reaction at all. 

“Miss, it’s okay…” 

Mu Yao looked at Mu Nayi and said! 

Mu Nayi also frowned slightly, then stepped forward to touch again! 

Buzz! 

Golden light suddenly appeared, and Mu Naiyi was knocked away again, and 
this time, he seemed to be injured, with blood flowing out of the corner of his 
mouth! 

“This…” 

Mu Yao was stunned! 

It was okay for him to touch the statue, but why was Munaiyi knocked away 
when he stepped forward to touch it? 

Mu Nayi was also confused and didn’t understand what was going on! 

“Miss, is it possible that this statue is divided into male and female, and 
because you are a female, it triggers the taboo?” 

Mu Yao analyzed! 

“It’s possible!” Mu Nayi nodded, but casuallyJi Que pondered, “It’s also 
possible that the taboos on this statue are not based on men and women, but 
on exercises.” 

“I practice ice-based exercises, which may trigger the statue’s taboos, while 
you practice fire-based exercises. The technique should not be triggered.” 

“Try to inject a spiritual energy into this statue and see what happens!” It 

‘s really rare to distinguish between male and female taboos, but many taboos 
are divided according to the technique. But it’s normal! 

Mu Yao nodded, then gently pressed his hand on the statue and began to 
emit spiritual energy! 



One after another spiritual energy entered the body of the statue, and the 
statue did indeed change! 

The halo around the statue became brighter, and even the jade slips on the 
statue’s hands began to glow! 

“Miss, the inheritance of the skills, the inheritance of the skills…” 

Mu Yao shouted excitedly! 

“Tell me slowly, what’s going on?” 

Mu Nayi asked! 

“Miss, after I injected the spiritual energy, I communicated with the statue. I 
was able to see the inheritance of the skills on the jade slip.” 

“This is an immortal method. If our Mu family has this inheritance, we will be 
able to see it in the future.” Who dares to mess with us in the world of heaven 
and humanity?” 

Mu Yao was so excited that he jumped up! 

When the others heard this, they were also very excited. This was the 
inheritance of immortal magic. If they all learned it, it would be great! 

This immortal magic inheritance is much more powerful than Jishi! 

When Mu Naiyi heard this, her breathing became rapid and she was filled with 
ecstasy! 

“Mu Yao, you should learn the inheritance of the Immortal Technique right 
away. You must learn it exactly as it is.” 

“After you go back, I will recommend you to become the great elder of the Mu 
family, giving you supreme power.” 

Mu Naiyi knew that she did not have the power. The way to obtain the 
inheritance of that immortal magic can only be done by Mu Yao! 

“Don’t worry, Miss, I will do my best!” 



Mu Yao really wanted to scream a few times at this moment, this is simply a 
blessing from heaven! 

“You other guardians must ensure Mu Yao’s safety.” 

Mu Nayi ordered to the rest of the Mu family. 

“Yes!” The Mu family members all said excitedly! 
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When David heard this, he was stunned. Immortal magic inheritance? 

But just when David was stunned, the two Mu family members across from 
him looked tense, “Who are you? Why did you become like our eldest lady?” 

David was in a daze and accidentally leaked his breath! 

Although he can transform into Mu Nayi’s appearance, there is no way he can 
transform into Mu Nayi’s aura! 

Moreover, the Mu family members who followed Mu Naiyi must be very 

familiar with Mu Naiyi’s aura! 𝓜.🅅𝕆𝙙🅃🆆.🅻𝙖 

Seeing that David had been discovered, there was no need to pretend, and 
his body instantly changed back to his own appearance! 

“Is it you?” 

When the two Mu family members saw that it was David, their directories 
suddenly turned fierce and they immediately attacked David! 

David used his Dragon-Slaying Sword and slashed with the momentum, 
forcing the two Mu family members to retreat! 

David’s aura was exposed, and Mu Nayi in the hall noticed it immediately! 

“This kid actually came…” 



Mu Naiyi frowned and disappeared in the hall instantly! 

Seeing David fighting with two Mu family members, Mu Naiyi yelled, “Boy, you 
are so brave, you dare to follow me!” 

David turned around and saw Mu Naiyi, turned around and ran away! 

Mu Naiyi was not willing to let go of this opportunity, and said to the two Mu 
family members, “Guard here, I will kill that kid.” 

Mu Naiyi chased David! 

However, just as Mu Nayi was chasing David, a figure quickly entered the hall! 

When the Mu family members who were guarding the main hall saw someone 
entering, they discovered that it was David who entered! 

A few people didn’t have time to think too much and rushed towards David. 

They would never allow David to ruin Mu Yao’s studies. 

David didn’t want to fight, so he turned around and ran out of the hall! 

The two Mu family members who were guarding outside were also confused 
when they saw David running out of the hall! 

They clearly saw Mu Nayi chasing ChenPing ran away, why did David come 
out of the hall again? 

But now that they have seen David, they can’t just sit idly by and ignore it! 

The two of them immediately shot at David! 

But just as they were fighting with David in the courtyard of the mansion, 
another David appeared in the hall! 

David looked at the statue in front of him and Mu Yao sitting cross-legged in 
front of the statue. He knew that Mu Yao must be learning the inheritance of 
immortal magic. 

Although David wanted to find out what kind of immortal magic inheritance 
was contained in this statue, he didn’t have time! 



His clone couldn’t hold on for long at all. 

David waved his hand and instantly sucked the statue over! 

David wanted to put the statue in the storage ring, but found that the statue 
couldn’t be put in at all! 

This made David confused for a moment! 

This storage ring can accommodate everything in the world. Except that it 
cannot put living people in it, even monsters can stay in the storage ring! 

But this statue cannot be put into the storage ring, which is a bit strange! 

But David didn’t have time to think about it. He could only drag the statue with 
one hand and escape quickly! 

Mu Yao’s communication with the statue suddenly broke off, and he spurted 
out a mouthful of blood, and his face turned pale! 

“Boy, give me back the statue…” 

When Mu Yao saw that David had snatched the statue away, he immediately 
chased after it like crazy! 

Then several flaming palms were fired, and flames rushed towards David! 

And David used the speed of the fire step to avoid the flaming palm! 

David escapes quickly! 

Mu Yao yelled, “Hurry up and catch him, he snatched the statue away.” 

Several members of the Mu family who were originally fighting with David 
suddenly discovered that David had disappeared out of thin air! 

Then Mu Yao yelled! 

Several people in the Mu family were already stunned, but they still chased 
David! 

At the same time, Namu Nayi was still chasing David hard 
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“Boy, you can’t escape. There is a way to heaven but you don’t take it. Hell 
has no door and you break in.” 

“Today seems to be a good day for our Mu family. If you kill you, you can get 
the hundred-year tribute from the Demon Sealing Alliance. Our Mu family has 
also received the inheritance of immortal magic.” 

Mu Naiyi was extremely happy at this moment! 

David, who was running away, suddenly stopped, and then looked at Mu Nayi 
with a sneer on his face! 

Mu Naiyi was stunned, stopped, looked at David in confusion and said, “Boy, 
why are you laughing?” 

“I’m laughing at you for being a big fool. You still want to get the inheritance of 
immortal magic, so take it for granted. “ 

David smiled even brighter, and then his figure gradually disappeared in front 
of Mu Nayi! 

When Munaiyi saw this, he was immediately shocked! 

“In my arms, I was fooled…” Munai 

Yi reacted and hurried back! 

Mu Yao is leading his men at this moment, desperately chasing David! 

The appearance of David ruined everything for him! 

If he gets the inheritance of immortal magic, then his status in the Mu family 
will skyrocket! 

Now David actually snatched the statue away! 

“Mu Yao, what’s going on?” 



Mu Naiyi, who rushed back, saw Mu Yao running out of the mansion and had 
a bad feeling in her heart! 

“Miss, David snatched the statue, and I was forced to interrupt my studies.” 

After Mu Yao finished speaking, a mouthful of blood spurted out again, and 
his eyes were full of anger! 

“What?” 

Mu Naiyi gritted his teeth, then looked at the Mu family members and said, 
“Are you all fucking losers?” 

“Miss, we found out about David and are already trying to stop him. Who 
knows? That’s just a clone.” 

Several members of the Mu family hurriedly explained. 

“Hurry up and chase me. We must take back the sculpture no matter what. It 
is the inheritance of our Mu family’s immortal magic.” 

Mu Naiyi yelled and led the people to chase David! 

This Mu Nai Yi directly passed down the Immortal Law of the Wuji Holy Sect 
and said it belonged to their Mu family, which was quite shameless! 

David held the statue in his hands and ran quickly using the fire-bending 
steps! 

“Senior, please help me see why this statue can’t be placed in my storage 
ring?” 

David asked anxiously! 

He was holding the statue like this, which affected his speed too much, and if 
the fight started, he wouldn’t be able to take action! 

“What can’t be put in this storage ring of yours?” 

Demon Lord Chiyun asked! 

“People, living people cannot be put in it.” 



David said! 

“That’s right, this statue should be made of flesh, and there is a person inside 
the statue.” 

Demon Lord Chiyun said! 

“It’s a human being. If it becomes a corpse, it can be put into the storage ring.” 

The corpse of the blood demon was put into the storage ring! 

David even used the blood demon’s body as a weapon! 

“What if he didn’t die?” Demon Lord Chiyun smiled! 

“What?” David was shocked! 

He didn’t expect that there was a person inside the statue he was holding, and 
a living person at that. 

“What do you mean, this person is still alive? Hasn’t he lived for thousands of 
years?” 

David looked at the statue in disbelief! 

At this time, David was really afraid that the statue would suddenly explode 
and a manic immortal would appear and beat him up! 

After all, with David’s abilities, he was as weak as an ant in front of a disciple 
of a major heavenly sect like the Wuji Holy Sect! 

And if this statue can appear in a mansion deep in the sect, it must be a high-
level member of the sect! 

Maybe he could even be the sect leader! 

The more David thought about it, the more he became afraid! 

“You are so scared. Even though he is alive, he is just as dead as if he were 
alive. If the statue explodes, the souls of the people inside will really be gone.” 



“I think this person made himself into a flesh statue just to retain the last trace 
of his spirit . ” I guess I want to find the successor of the Holy Sect in a few 
years.” 

“After all, such a huge sect wants to leave seeds for itself, and does not want 
to be submerged in the long river of history and disappear completely. “ 

Demon Lord Chiyun explained! 

When David heard this, he breathed a sigh of relief! 
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“Boy, you can’t escape. There is a way to heaven but you don’t take it. Hell 
has no door and you break in.” 

“Today seems to be a good day for our Mu family. If you kill you, you can get 
the hundred-year tribute from the Demon Sealing Alliance. Our Mu family has 
also received the inheritance of immortal magic.” 

Mu Naiyi was extremely happy at this moment! 

David, who was running away, suddenly stopped, and then looked at Mu Nayi 
with a sneer on his face! 

Mu Naiyi was stunned, stopped, looked at David in confusion and said, “Boy, 
why are you laughing?” 

“I’m laughing at you for being a big fool. You still want to get the inheritance of 
immortal magic, so take it for granted. “ 

David smiled even brighter, and then his figure gradually disappeared in front 
of Mu Nayi! 

When Munaiyi saw this, he was immediately shocked! 

“In my arms, I was fooled…” Munaiyi 

reacted and hurried back! 



Mu Yao is leading his men at the moment, desperately chasing David! 

The appearance of David ruined everything for him! 

If he gets the inheritance of immortal magic, then his status in the Mu family 
will skyrocket! 

Now David actually snatched the statue away! 

“Mu Yao, what’s going on?” 

Mu Naiyi, who rushed back, saw Mu Yao running out of the mansion and had 
a bad feeling in her heart! 

“Miss, David snatched the statue, and I was forced to interrupt my studies.” 

After Mu Yao finished speaking, a mouthful of blood spurted out again, and 
his eyes were full of anger! 

“What?” 

Mu Naiyi gritted his teeth, then looked at the Mu family members and said, 
“Are you all fu**ing losers?” 

“Miss, we found out about David and are already trying to stop him. Who 
knows? That’s just a clone.” 

Several members of the Mu family hurriedly explained. 

“Hurry up and chase me. We must take back the sculpture no matter what. It 
is the inheritance of our Mu family’s immortal magic.” 

Mu Naiyi yelled and led the people to chase David! 

This Mu Nayi directly passed down the Immortal Law of Wuji Holy Sect and 
said it belonged to their Mu family, which was quite shameless! 

David held the statue in his hands and ran quickly using the fire-bending 
steps! 

“Senior, please help me see why this statue can’t be placed in my storage 
ring?” 



David asked anxiously! 

He was holding the statue like this, which affected his speed too much, and if 
the fight started, he wouldn’t be able to take action! 

“What can’t be put in this storage ring of yours?” 

Demon Lord Chiyun asked! 

“People, living people cannot be put in it.” 

David said! 

“That’s right, this statue should be made of flesh, and there is a person inside 
the statue.” 

Demon Lord Chiyun said! 

“It’s a human being. If it becomes a corpse, it can be put into the storage ring.” 

The corpse of the blood demon was put into the storage ring! 

David even used the blood demon’s body as a weapon! 

“What if he didn’t die?” Demon Lord Chiyun smiled! 

“What?” David was shocked! 

He didn’t expect that there was a person inside the statue he was holding, and 
a living person at that. 

“What do you mean, this person is still alive? Hasn’t he lived for thousands of 
years?” 

David looked at the statue in disbelief! 

At this time, David was really afraid that the statue would suddenly explode 
and a manic immortal would appear and beat him up! 

After all, with David’s abilities, he was as weak as an ant in front of a disciple 
of a major heavenly sect like the Wuji Holy Sect! 



And if this statue can appear in a mansion deep in the sect, it must be a high-
level member of the sect! 

Maybe he could even be the sect leader! 

The more David thought about it, the more he became afraid! 

“You are so scared. Even though he is alive, he is just as dead. If the statue 
explodes, the souls of the people inside will really be gone.” 

“I think this person made himself into a flesh statue just to retain the last trace 
of his spirit. ” I guess I want to find the successor of the Holy Sect in a few 
years.” 

“After all, such a huge sect wants to leave seeds for itself, and does not want 
to be submerged in the long river of history and disappear completely. “ 

Demon Lord Chiyun explained! 

When David heard this, he breathed a sigh of relief! 

 


